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zone., the three zones of deformation., and the zone of completed 
deformation. Across tp.e boundary ·betwee:q. e~ch. ~o.ne., stress dis-
continuity is permitted without disturbing the ~quilibrium. To find 
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boundary conditions needed later in the determination of the str·ess .: 
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fields in the. deformation zones., statically admissible stress fields: 
are assumed in the undeformed and the completely deformed regions., 
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and friction is described by the constant shear factor assumption. 
The three obtained deformation region stress fields are represented 
·by smooth functions ( The functions and their derivatives are con-
tinuous). Also, these stress fields in the deforming zones o·bey _the 
equilibrium equations., the von Mises yield criterion with assumed 
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yielding at ( 9= 0°)., and the imposed ·boundary C.Qnditions. However, 
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to determine a lower ·bound solution for 'the d·rawing stress ( a-x- x r)., 
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the von M1ses yield criterion must _·be satisfied for all values of the 
coordinates ( r) and (9). Therefore., ·a lower ·bound value for the draw-
ing stress ( CS-xxr) allows the von Mises yield criterion to ·be satis-
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fied t.h~oughout each zone when this yield crit~,F-ion is evaluated at 
practical values for 'the independent process variables ( semi-cone 
drawing stress ( ll"xxr) must be located between the "ideal" solution 
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value for the drawing stress ( ox X:r: ). In facf, the drawing stre.sses 
found from this solution appear· to ·be considera·bly lower than the 
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"ideal" values 
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By ·assuming a distribution-of the normal stress fCS-rr J·at -· • • - .• .. • 1 -,.: -•.- l·•J."•,. ,--.,.,.,:,: . 
(·(9 = 0° ) instead of satisfying the von Mises yield criterion with as.-: 
' 
sumed yielding at ( e = 0° ), a different lower ·bound solution is 
found. This lower ·bound solution yields drawing stress values which 
are also below the "ideal" values, ·but higher than the drawing stress-
es o·btained in the initial approach. 
• Q 
Suggestions are made for future attempts to determine a prac-
·tical lower bound solution. 
•. 
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ing deformation. The strains in the g - direct~on (€i~) are zero·~) 
.However; the principal stress in the direction of the (g) coordinate 
(~2 ) is non-zero an~ is a function of only the (r) and (8) coordin-
.. 
ates. ( Refer to equation (h) in Appendix I.) With these conditions., 
a plane strain problem exists~ 
Depending upon the assumptions made., many lower bound solu-
tions are possible. If any restriction is imposed on the problem, the 
lower bound solution ·becomes excessively lower; the confining as-
sumption of plane strain has this effect. The lower ·bound solution 
. is decreased also ·by assuming a certain stress distribution to solve the . , I 
'. 
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-equ.ilfbrium equations. ·---Howeve-r, . since assumptions allow solutions to 
I~ .. become possible or easier to obtain., they are create~ with ~he hope. 
that1 the lower ·bound solution is ~till practical • 
A lower bound solution is termed practical if. it is less than an . 
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-• ... ·upper bound solution and greater than the "ideal" solution. The ac- l 
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tual externally supplied po-yver ·is neither higher than the ·power com-. 
,· l 
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! 
tion [ 37.21; reference[ 17] )~ nor less than the powe1' computed ·by 
' 
~------~~--Y~~~~J~~~ar~~=tequdi~(~~~:~=~~==::d 
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reference [ 17] ). Also, the actual power is .never lower than the 
"ideal" power of deformation. However, the "ideal" power is µsually 
. . 
. 
too low to ·be useful because friction and distortion are neglected 
completely and only reduction is considered. Therefore., this wo;rk 
is concerned w'ith finding a low·er bound solution located between the 
upper bound and the "ideal" solutions. 
A method used to obtain lower bound solutions1 for plane strain 
problems involves slip line field theory. The slip line technique has 
been used by Alexander ( 1) and by Ellis ( 8) to determine lower bound 
solutions for frictionless., plane-strain extrusion. Also., Richmond 
and Devenpeck ( 18) have used slip line field theory to calculate an 
ideal., strip drawing die profile which they later evaluated through 
l 
experimentation .. ( 5) 
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suggested ·by Avitzur in chapter 6 of reference· (2). He recommends _ 
dividing the deforming body into s~veral zones and then determining a 
statically admissi'ble stress field in each zone.· Without disturbing 
' 
. 
the. equilibrium., stres~, field discontinuities are permitted across the 
4. 
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Therefore., the purpose of this work is to determine a prac-
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drawing_ ~n plane strain ·by using the suggested approach of A vitzur. I .Ji 
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THE LOWER BOUND APPROACH 
.. 
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' According to Prager and Hodge .. ( 1 7), .the lower bound theorem 
. " 
- - is ''Among all statically adm~ssible stress fields, the actual one 
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maximizes the expression" 
.. 
I= ( 1) 
.. J 
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} Sv 
, ------- ... -------___ J,yhere (I) . is the computed power supplied by the tool which is applied 
to surfaces having prescribed velocity, ( Ti) are the normal traction 
components acting on surfaces with a prescribed velocity, and (vi) 
. is the velocity of the tool. ( 2) 
The low~r bound theorem (equation [1]) is an extremum p'i·in~ 
ciple concerning a body composed of a material obeying von iyrises ,_ 
-. stress- strain rate law 
• 
,. 
-E, t'. := lA 5,J. , 
. . .J /-\. (2) 
.. 
• • 
where (E ij) is the strain rate tensor, (µ) is a scalar function of 
the strain rates, and (Sij) is the stres"s deviator tensor. · Also, the_ 
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. - .. , ·- ·--'- .. -.,. ....--.. -.,-,_"'.'"_.._ ..... ~ .... ·-·-""" .. - ........... ~ .. ,, .. ,-· .. ---.. ----~ .... ---· -- . von Mfse-s yieiti~crit-erion- (16) must ·be satisfied. Expressed in 
cylindrical coordinates,· the von Mises yield cr~terion·is 
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At the stress ( CS'o)., a material under uniaxial tension yields. When 
., 
' " 
the left side of the yield criterion is less than (0~ ), the material 
' .· ·"" is j.nJhe · ..elastiQ~ ra~,.,_~and :wheii_thecleft_side .. is equa.1 · to ( <>0,% ). 
.·· • • . . -- - . --~,,,.- ~- ·y . - . ~.: ... :·;,_::~·.:;1 
yielding is initiated. 
For the plane strain pro'blem of wide st4ip drawing., the normal 
traction cOmponent is the.drawing stress (Cf"xx1), the final velocity of 
·the wide strip (vf) is equal to the velocity (vi) of the tool pulling 
the strip through the die, a~d the surface on which the drawing stress 
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acts is the !):t'od.uct o.f the final thickness of the wide strip (tf) and 
the width .. (unity). ( Refer to Figure 1. ) The ref ore, the lower bound 
on·power (equation [l]) becomes 
> ' 
(o-xx:r)(14) J..s I ~ ....... -. ..... ( 4) 
5v 
·~ .,, ...... 
As the pow·er (I) .increases, the statically admissible stress 
field used to o·btain ( I) is presumed to ·be closer to the actual stress 
field. Even if ·the statically admissible stress fi~ld is not close tq 
... ,-/? ~ • I 
/ 
the· actual one., ( I) approaches the exact value quite rapidly .. ( 2) 
. .. ,, 
Therefore . ., maximizing the_ value of (I) is desirable. - From equa-
Statically Admissible Stress Field 
To apply the lower ·bouqd th.eo~~m ~guation [l] ), the stress 
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" · fields must ·be statically admissjble. A stres_s field is statically ad-, 
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( 1)· The stress field should be a smo_oth function. (The func-
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tion and its derivatives must be continuous exc·ept over ft • -
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(2) The equations of equilfbrium must ·be obeyed. 
-- -· ··- - - --------
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. . . 
. - .. (3) The imposed static ·boundary conditions need to be· satisfied. 
( 4) The von Mises yield criterion ( equation [ 3] ) must not be 
_ __ violated at any point iil tlle ·body. 
A solution becomes possible or is made simpler by dividing 
·th..e wide strip into several zones. In each ~.one, the stress state is 
descrfbed by statically adm~~sible stress fields. How·ever., ·between 
each zone.,· surfaces of stress discontinuity (s) are allowed without 
upsetting the equilibrium. 
Stress :field Discontinuity 
Prager and Hodge descri~e discontinuous stresses in reference 
(17), p. 155. Across the surface of stres~ discontinuity~ the· shear 
,\ 
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components· are -continuous, and the stresses normal to the sur(ace 
.. 
1 are equal. The discontinuity occurs in the normal stresses acting 
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on_ t~e normal plane through the surface. 
· The ..e.urface of stress-discontinuity (s1) is. illustrated in figur_e. 
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the normal stresses (N1), and ((S"'rr ) are also equal at (r = .rf). 
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equal. For wide strip drawing in plane strain, 
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0-e! Jr= r{ 0; ( assumed equal to zero J ( 7) 
er! I r=rf l... o. 
Shear and Friction 
.The friction resistance occurring at the die-wide strip inter-
face is equal to the shear stress (0 in the wide strip at this ·bound-
ary. Tw·o mathematical approaches .are c'onsidered for describing 
friction: the Coulomb coefficient of friction alf the constant shear 
l -
factor approaches. 
·According to Coulomb, 
r=- µ p 
/ 
(8) 
, 
·· where (A,\) is · the Coulomb coefficient of friction. (}{) is constant 
. ' 
for a certain die and material under constant surface and tempera-
·-·--··· .-.. ··· .• .--;r ture conditfons; it is also independent of velocity. (2) This fric-
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tion coefficient ha-s been experimentally determined by Lancaster and 
B,owe (_15) and Fukui, et. al! (10}-for several materials :being 
draw·n under plane strain ·conditions •. The other description assumes 
· · -. · · ·: _..---·--:":-· -- (t) to ·be a constant independent of the pressure ·between the die and 
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the wide· strip • 
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The constant shear factor· approach is 
..... 
(9) 
I 
- -·-- •-...--· - - -~------
. --~. -where· (m) is. the shear ·factor,. (Cfo) is the yield stress of the ma-~ 
. 
,. .... 
terial under urii.axial tension, and ( <ro / {3) is the maximum shear 
. ~~ stress that a material can withstand according to the \Ton Mises yield 
criterion in equation (3). The shear factor (m) is considered con-
--
---- ----·-· .... 
stant for a certain die and material under constant surface and tem-• i •• 
-~.--
- j perature conditions; it is also independent of velocity. (2) The 
- ....... 
' 
·· values of ( m) vary ·between zero ( frictionless-) and one ( dead zone 
~,,· ·=' formation). Using the rod drawing process., (M.) and_ (m) have 
·been determined experimentally for very low· carbon ((. 02o/oC) a.nd 
_;· .. 
' . I. medium carbon ( 1024) steel_by Evans and Avitzur ~(9). 
Since the purpose of this work is to determine a practical 
. 
~· -low,er ·bound solution, the "ideal" solution and an upper bound solu-
tion are required for strip drawing in plane strain. These solutions 
have ·been found by Avitzu.r, et._ al. in reference ( 3 )l . In their 
~----- --~ --·-
. ..• 
: ---·· . -- ------- ·-----·· ···-·· - ----analysis, friction is describ-ed 'by the ~--~n~tant shear factor approach .- . l~ .. -~-,- ~-~' -. -·. ' . -·- ·-·' ... · ·--·· ····-·· -· .. ···--· ----·-···' - - -~·- ·--~'-····· ... - .. - . -~ -.'~'-:•:C<.,.c.,../"-"•;..,•'-""+'"·•-....=."--='"-~-· -----,,..,_~>.·..-..+00--.-.. ..... - ·. '. -•• •_ 
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because the upper bound theorem ( 1 7). applies only if constant shear 
is assumed. Therefore, for comparison purpo.ses., friction is as-
.. · ~- ,, i 
sumed to obey equation (9) in this lower bound solution.· 
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Approach of Avitzur (2) 
' ; 
-The wide strip is first divided into five zones: the undeformed 
· ., -, .. 1 .• ·,;,;1·-t....,.-,.: .. ,r~~..1-;...•·---., -"\..,'L.....)"'~'"'' '~--. _ .. -.~ --·· •- · - - · · · - ---· - ---h . .._· ___ ·.--·• •- .... --·-·-·~'----•~-----·•·-~-,- •·----··-·•··---~~' -, ,·-----·.:..- '•····•--••--'-·-·-·- ·•• ,--•' ------·------; ______ ... ~~-~---~-::_.____,_.;...,~ . ..:__~ ... -.---•---=---·•-••___,'.. _________ ,. ____ , ..... -----··--·-.....:.... ....•. 
-
1
. zone V, the three zones in the region of deformation ( II., III and IV)., 
and the completely deformed zone I. (Refer to Figure 1. ) -Statically 
------c----------------------- ,-- ··.;.· -------- --- -~---- .. ,-. .... , . .,._ ____________ _ 
.. 
,., 
admissible stress fields are then assumed in zones I and V so that · 
known ·boundary conditions exist along the permitted ·boundaries ·of 
stress discontinuity (·s1) and (s4). The stress fields determined 
in zones II, III and IV a_re !~presented l>y smooth funGt:i.ops., -~nd they_ 
--~ --·-··· ·--·-· ·--·-·- --- '· -~---- - ·-- _, -------~··---· ----·---··•--------- - . - -- ·- . .. - \t 
... 
r 
.... ~.· .... , 
satisfy the equilibrium equations., the von Mises yield C!'iterion with 
assumed yielding at ( e: 0° )., and the imposed boundary conditions. 
A lower bound solution for the drawing stress ( CJ- ) 'becomes 
. . xx1 
possible if the stress fields in the deformation region o·bey the VOI:l. 
Mises yield criterio~ throughout .each zone • 
The solution does not consist of an equation relating the draw-
. ' ~ 
ing stress ({Jxx
1
> to the process variables ( reduction H~~ . semi-
cone angle (d-)., ·back pull (0:: )., and shear factor (m )). The xxv 
draw·ing stress is the maximum stress satisfying the following two 
requirements: 
~- . - . - - --- . 
- - --· ---· 
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values for the drawing stress found ·by Avitzur., Fueyo., 
~-~- _J •• 
/1 
and Thompson ( 3 ). 
/ 
( 2) (cr=xx. ) . allows the von-· lVIises yield criterion, -evaluated at I . . 
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. A LOWER BOUND SOLUTION- ! 
l 
,,. "''"'"'"''l"'--"~c-"·...;._~=··~,~;~ •. " .•. ~.----.-,. ~ .. - .. ,~,.-a·"·-._.,,_, ... • •' ' ' 
. • . ' .. ·· • ~. --- -·--"-"-"--------~---- ·-"---,,·,------~-.-~-"-' ~:_ ..... :.~-••• ~,-~"',.= .. ~.: ~: ... ,.,-,_, -- -- __ Jr 
. -·- ·-------- -- ... - , ·statically admissible stress fields· for wide strip 'drawing are 
. " 
' 
assumed in zones I and V. (Refer to Figure 1. ) The wide strip is 
-------- __ l 
' ' { 
------ - - - ---- - --·------· ·- ·----- - --·- ~--- ~ - ------------ -- -
' 
. divided into five zones., each of these zones being separated from the 
0 
neighboring zones ·by a cylindrical surface of stres~ discontinuity (s). 
In zone I, the drawing stress ( 0-xxI) is induced in. order to 
pull the wide strip througll two incli:q.~d pl~~~~ Wbicb have an __ _included ____________________ _ --~------ - ----------·- -----·- - -
......... 
:·.·"!-', . ...; - .,: ··-·- -.• • -
angle of ( 2oC.). Zones II., III and IV are the regions of deformation 
in which the thickness (t) is reduced from (t0 ) to (tr). The ·back 
., 
pull ( Oxxv> acts in zone V where the wide strip is still undeformed. 
Using the assumed statically admissible stress fi~ld in zone 
I., the derivation begins ·by determining the ·boundary conditions at the 
surface of stress discontinuity (s1) at (r = rf). (Refer to Figure 2.) 
The boundary conditions at ( s 1) are found ·by resolving the 
drawing stress ( <>xx1> into its three components ( <>, ), ( <fz.) and 
( Ga ) which are parallel to the coordinate. axes ( x1 )., ( x2) and ( x 3)., 
:,.~, ~---~---..,-_ -------r.espectively,--and-theff-b-y res-olving thes~. three components- into- a ----·-·-···------
.:•.,~o-,,,.'•""~ .• -·,., ___ .... _,,-,.,_, · .. , • ,, .. , -···-··'- ,- ..... , .. ., ·=•--··-·-'·•'· • '··-'· .. . •. · -···-"·'··-·•·"· : ..• -••.. -·-c,. __ .... ,~-•••·C<.....->'~...,......,--~.._-,,.....-··o .. •,c, ~ .. ~~"''···~-=-·--·~· -_ · ----~----,~~-iiormai''c!"omiioi;ieni~-rNJ)'" and a tangential or· shear component ( T1). 
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The nine components of stress in zone I are . , 
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[(033 ) is found by deriving equation (h) in Appendix I for the rec-
tangular coordinate syste°:1- (x11 ~ 1 x3) instead of the cylindrical 
coordinate system ( r I e , r ) . ] The directional cosines on surface 
.·-,,..s,. . ,. . • ._ - .... ·r:··· ··.~·,r.-.. , .,·-.--.',- - _.· . -., ... , .. , .... 
. rJ..1 =· cos ( N, 'X. 1)-=- cos e 
cos s 1'"' · e 
-4'l.7. = c.o s (N) ~,) = (so.;. e)= ( 11) ,. 
c.o s (N, ~a)-:. ~o 0 0 al.. 2:, - cos --- • ' 
,, 
,.. 
(~ ), (0-2) a~~ (G"""3) are found by substituting ~-q~_cJ._tions ___ i_~O) an~----- ____ -~ 
(11) into the following equations (12). · 
.~ 
-
er CA.. + cr: o(,_ + 6 31 ~3 - ... ,.,. ...  -··· 2..1 ; ;, ~- - - . . .. ~-·-- - ·- -~ . 
l (12) er " - °'' ""-' 
+· er 2 2. c:J. , + G;, c:A3 -
,(J·· 
- Oia ~1- + ()23 <:1'2.. + <f"~.a <i.3 ..... . ·-···-' •. 3 " 
Therefore, · 
cri - CS-xxr co s e 
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. -~ 
Cf 2.. - 0 -
.;.:: ( 13) 
' 0. 0-a -
~ · -~-·  1:fhe fl.ormal component-~ N f} · and the shear-eomponent { Tr>- Gan. now.······· · ··~--~--- -- ..... --·---
.. --·, 
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N·-. ( 14) 
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Substituting equations ( 11 >~ and ( 13) into equation ( 14) gives . 
N.1 = · -t G""xx:t co s2. 9 
·r., ( 16) I ' 
\ 
- . - ~··-, .\ . ' ' ' ---- •- .. -- - .. ,-- .. 
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(B·y the sigi:1 convention ( 2 ), (N1) is positiv~ because it .is directed 
outward from the surface, i. e.- 1 a tensile stress.) The shear 
stress (T1) is determined ·by substituting equations ( 13) and (16) 
. ~r . 
. ' 
into equation ( 15). 
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( 17) 
_, [( T 1) · is negative because of the sign convention. Since ( N1) is , .· · ,, 
positive (tensile) and i~ directed in the negative ( r) direction, the 
shear stress pointing in th~ posiqve (e) di~ection is negative.] 
At the surface of stress· discontinuity ( s 1) ( Refer to Figure 
2.), ( T1) is equal to the shear st~ess ( cr
11 ) at ( r = rf), \ re 
II 
TI.= (J" re/ r = l'. f ( 5) 
\ 
\ 
and also at ( s 1 ). equilibrium requires that_ (N1) be equal to the 
ridr~;l stress . c<r:~> at ( r = rf). \ \ 
- - - ,··· --~ 
~~--'-'--~------~ ~-- --- -- --- -- -------- - - - -- - ------------- ---- - --- -~ -
- - - ~- -·-.·--------·-~-
--·---,. · · · ····· Therefore, the boundary conditions at ( r = r f) are 
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The stress field in zone II must satisfy the ·boundary conditions in 
equation ( 18) as -well as the equilibrium equations. 
o Ore + l d <S""ee + d <Jee + 2. <rre o-. -- {-1-9-)- ----·- -
-r 
--· dr d8 . 6-~ r 
~ CS-ec .. ~ <>re + J_ -r- d- CS-~..ts + ur-c o. -r -d-f de do~ r 
However, according_ to Unksov (21), for plane strain with a 
cylindrical c'oordinate system. 
' 
(20) 
'Therefore,· the equilibrium ... equations in. equations. ( 19) -liecome- --·- . 
~ 6tV' + l. d 0-re + (CJrr - CS-eQ) = 0 
J.r r.. i}e r 
(21) d t:Jre · + J_ d ()ee + 2 err~ =. o. 
af r ae r 
-
_11 
If a distribution of the shear stress ( Cl rd is assumed., the two .. 
' "'_; ·4- '-, _.;·_ii_,(d . 
• • , /., J 
- •. 
----- --- --- ----· 
_equilibrium equations [equations (21>.} have the two unknown stress-
. · .· II . 1C 
es ( () rr ) and ( 088); therefore., these equations can ·be solved. The 
· shear stress (01~ must obey the ~ssumed distribution of shear and 
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the boundary conditions in zone II. 
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,, , ~~, =,cc,,~,~-,,~,,c ,, : ,, .. ,,-.. , ~-AlOilg the wide strip -~ die irite rface ( e = ii.\ f roni ( I' .. r f + &
1 
) -__ . - -. i 
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tq (r = r 0 -c.2 )., a constant shear etress {Z:) is assumed. (Refer to 
Figure 3. ) . 
r= '41 cro 
~ 
o,~~, 
» 
'(9) 
.. This constant shear str~ss (c) is equivalent to ( CS-_e r), and its direc-
tion is opposite to that of the flowing wide _strip. (Since the shear 
stress ( T 1) in Figure 2 is negative and is in the opposite direction 
of CZ:), CO is a positive shear stress.) Therefore, for zone II at 
. - ·-·-···· ····· . - - - .. . .. . - "'' - ., . .. - - . . . . - .. . 
= +· 1,4,1- oo 
f-31 • (23) 
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Another boundary condition which co;~) must meet is in the 
first equation of equations ( 18). At (r = rf). 
- -- ; ---. - er! l r = vi = - -4:. cr-x 'i z s ,. ri 2. e . . -
I I f • 
From equation (24)., at (9 = r/.. ), 
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·-• · _ '!. 1 --· a - : ' 
"I[:' '· . ' ' . 
. - -----5er 1 ~:r1.~=---f-~xxr·stt1.1ot-.--- (25) --
--·--~--- · .~ The-rerore ~- · rrom equat1ons r2 5) · · ·-ana--r2-s->:---rcs';;-7~-~~:-y=·  '""·-------"··---~~' ', --·-·,.--·--==~---··---~-,_,,_ .. ,. 
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~-- --- - Changes from <--! O'"xxx s.ivi 2rJ.. ) at(r = rf) _ to (t m ~) at 
1 
(r = rf +&1). This charige is assumed tO be linear with (r) as 
\ . 
........... -.... ----------------,.,----'---· -=shown in Fi_gyre _ 3. Also.__{{}"!1_~-s _ _afunction of {E)). at constant · .. _-. 
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(r), is assumed throughout zone II. Since <cr-;~) varies with (sin 28) 
.... 
at < r = ri, it is asSumed that <C>:1> varies with (sin 2 e >., at con-
stant ( r), in all of zone II. 
- . - . - . -_ - -- . . ---- -· .•. , .. _ .. : :-.:... - -' . . . 
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· A shear stress which meets the assumed distribution and the 
' 
.. 
boundary conditions is 
""'' :0: vra = +-} ~~l<x [r- <~
1
+ ~.) (sin 20), 
+ 1 · ( ~ ) cr0 · [r-rf (si111 2e) • · ·-
'13 SI l'\ 2c:A €, . .,. . 
and·' <CS-.!18 ) can now be found from the equations of equi-
librium [ equations ( 21)] . 
The derivative of (0 :;> 
:u:-
clCS-re 
with re·spect to (r)· .is 
--- · - a r 
(26) 
(2. 7l 
By substituting equations (26) and (27) into the·- second of equations _ 
(21), the partial derivative (acr-'fe /~ 0 ) i~ found. 
----··-_- ...... -·· J.2·:~ f±<T21xz + ls,.~2.c1-)~ r:zr~3 r + 6xtr s/v,2e (28) 
- - - -
·-- . - .... - '--'·· -
- ·-~·Integrating equation (28) gives 
-···--------------.· -----.. --wnere (f11(r) J iS a constant of integr~tion. Since there are no 
known boundary Conditions involving ( CY:e ), (f11 (r) ) cannot be 
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II equ~tions ( 21) for ( 0 rr> •. · -~-· ... ··-' -, . ,. 
Taking the terms (< d 0-rr IO r) + ( Clrr / r~ out of the first of 
' equations . ( 21) and re-arranging these terms makes the solution of 
• ,. •• · ... - • ·• ·"11, 
,·, ... , '• .. ,.,.,. , .• , "' ....... -
... .. 
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- -· r (30) 
Substituting-equation (30) into the first of equations (~·.1) ·1eads to 
<Yee _ J cr-re 
Je • 
- (3:iJ 
To find (<S""II). equation (31) is used .in place of the first of ~qua-rr 
tions ( 21 ). 
· The partial derivative of ( o1~> · ( equation (26», with respect 
to (0) is 
·.' ... 
Substituting.equations (29) and (32) into equation (31) gives 
. Y'. <lvr = . ~- Q 1[] 
c}r >r 
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II 
<CS-rr>• 
. . ·A\~----·-------. . 
. (34, 
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where f11 (8) is an integration· ~_onstant. 
.. 
In order to solve for the integration constant [ / 1 ( r)] in equa-
tions (29) and ( 34), the following substitution is made. Let 
• - - • " -, I ' • 
·~ .. ,,..,:,':', .... : .... · .. , ......... ~~:-1"'"~,..!·"'_'\:··<:"t:·::::~~---·.:.:.:::~___:--:::~-···.~:::~ .•.· .;~~-= 0 .. •.,:,··'··:·.-··--.--··_--~~--- ,• •• ,' ••••• -· -
. . . 
-(f) f Jr Cr) J.r 
':"' . -. ..... 
- ' 
' .. ,····· l 
J .f ,r_(rJ d.r == V' F:ir(r) 
,11= ~ ) ( 35) f 1t (r) = r F er) t- F (r . 
Therefore. from equation (29). ( o!) becomes 
1):"" - [ I ( l'V\ ) Clo.l 3/2.f - ff I 
_<S"ee - +i. cr'io<r + s,·"' 2,:).. ~j E., - 2 crlCicr cos 20 
-:u:: (~6) 
+ r f' ( r) + f Jr ( r) 
.. ' 
and from equation (34). ccr:~) becomes, 
er~ = [+t O-xic:r + ( .Vll\ ) ()o] r.f - ~ r I + 2 ~X.t cos 28 s ' "' uJ-. ~ E, 
. I 
+ F:ir(r) +(f)f-:U::(e). 
(37)-, 
The unknown functions in equations (36) and (37) are found by sat-
0 
pl~ne strain conditions and the assumption of yielding at (S= 0). 
- 0 0 (Assuming yielding to occur at (8=0) instead of (e=ol) keeps 
the solution much simpler. ) 
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_11?,- plane strain, the yield criterion(equation (3» becomes . .l I • ·,., ' 
' ·,, '' ·,"· 
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- - -··--··.· ···-··· ··-· .. ··- -·-··-·· -··· -· ---~ -, 
' ' J 2 2. .. 
-<rrr - <S""e,e f 2 3<ro - 0-re ,·. _ .. ___ . ·(38) 
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. Evaluating ( <Y"ee ) from equation (36)~ (Orr> from equa-
- -:u:- . ' . 
, -,----,- .... tion (37) and (Ore/) from equation (26) at {e = ·0° ), -arid then 
. - . ·- -· ,._:... - "'·' -· -• .: ..... 
-- -s-ubstituting them into equation ( 38) · g-ives 
--------···· [+i:<5'"xxr+(s,·:2.o1-)i][2rf£~¥+r + o-XICr 
. -r· F' :ir(r) +-(J_) fJ[ (OD) = 2 <f"o = 2 K. 
. r \f3' 
The term (r· F'-1\r)) is determined from equation (39). 
f. F 11'(r) ::. [+l. °' X + ( ~ ) <Y'o 2 rf - J+ r 
2. X I s, h2rA \[31 c, 
+ ~-o<r + (t)f:a:(00 )- ~~ 
Dividing through by ( r) and integrating yields F 11( r). 
:(39). 
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F,i: (r) = -t. ~i ~rt~+( s,.; ~) ;J(i) _-(7) f;o:(~? ___ -~--- ____ -_-_·:_~~~--------------------
.·_-_ __ - ____ .-___ --~--__ -__ .-::--~·:·.-_ -.·--- -
+ 2 +icrx-icr + ~:1;:2.~)~ (t) +- ~K.r -*<Ya ~ r 
+ C:t 
(41) 
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where ( C1) is an integration constant. To prevent unit difficulties, 
( c1) is assumed to be 
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- ·By substituting equation ,(43) into equation (37), (0";~> is rewrit-
-'•·--··--· ---------·---· .. -··--.-·-----,-,------------ten-as 
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.. . . . . . . - . . - ' '. . -
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·~r1;: [+.LClvv- + ( --~M )()o 1 ~ -:;;: r + _L ~ cos 20 v , 2. ""I · siti u ij.. E., 2 v K>< l 
. . 
. . .. -· ' . - - - -·- ---- --
- -i +i<S""xr ,+ Cs .. ~ 21-) ~](t,) +(i) [ .fC caJ ~ f:itco-~ · < 44> 
t 2. _.~Oxxr + (s~:u-)~](f,) + <lxxr - ~<ro 4 (!rf). 
The function Jr11{ e) - r1\ 0°) l and the constant ln ( 1 / c) can now be 
determined • 
.• 
F_rom the second ·equation of equations ( 1·a)., at (r = r.f)., 
:st= ·. 2.e 
Orr lr=Y'f = + <rxxr cos (45) 
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'.·':;. 
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tion rt1\e) - r1\ 0°)] to be found . 
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1 . 
[fll\e)- t:»= (o·il = +i CS°>eKx (rf) +~ [+f <!ixr + ( s.-~) ~] (},) rf 
-i [+f<rxx7 + (~,.~):](},) rf cos 2e ( 46) 
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termined from equation ( 46). 
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( 47) 
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The stress ratios (O;!: /Oo ) and (CS!/CS'o) are now obtainable. 
Substituting equations ( 46) and ( 47) into equation ( 44) and 
} ---"----'-__ th_e_n __ d_ividin~bo~~icl~s _ of t!:teresul~i.ng equation by the yield str~.s~ ~- ........ -.. 
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+ "i ( ~bKr) (l+cos 29). 
··· -· 'The stress (Oe3;) is found by substituting equations (40), (43) and 
+ ~ ccr-~r) - 7.Jj1 
Equations ((h) in Appendix I), ( 48) and (49) are used to determine 
' -:Ir" 
the stress ratio ( Cl.a~ /~o ) if it i~ desired . 
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are obeyed by the stresses ( 0 rr ), ( ()88 ) and ( CJ're); However, the 
fact that the von Mises yield criterion must not only be satisfied at 
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(0 · = O~~l---- "bitt throughout zone II is used late.r in the determination of 
the maximum allowable drawing stress. Therefore; the derivation of 
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In order ~o determine the stress field in zone III., again the 
-:___ --- ··· ··· ·-- distribution of the shear stress ( <r !!!> is assumed. ( Refer to Figure · · 
- -
.. . . . .. 
·-· . - -· - -- - --- .. 
3.) From (r = rf +&:1) to (r = r 0 -£2) at (8=..l
0
), constant fric-
-
. . III) tion is assumed., as stated earlier. In- other words., ( <rer 
, 
is con-
stant along the die-wide strip interface., and it is equal to 
-_llL Cfo 
cs- I = r =- + WI • ( 50 > er a=J..o -- '131 
' -r 
Since the assumed shear stress in z~ne II ( CJ re ) varies with 
-.... (sin 28) at constant (r), it is assumed that ((j'/!1> also varies with 
(sin 28)., at constant (r)., throughout zone III. Therefore., the shear 
stress distribution in zone III is 
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By use of the shear variation of ( cr}~>. the equilibrium equations · 
£equations ( 21) 1 are again solved to determine the stresses ( <S~1;) 
III · - · ·· _J 
and ( CS-8 8 ). The procedure is exactly the same as that used for zone 
• 
-------------------_ --~-------II1 and therefore the explanation i-s somewhat-more -brief.----- - -- ---- ----------~----· -- ... 
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ar ( 52) 
Substituting equatio~s ( 51) and ( 52) into tJ}e second of the equations 
-·or-·eguilibri~m- [ eqtiatiorisf21)] gives··c. 
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where .r11\ r) is an integration constant. Since f1~ r) cannot be de-
. termined at this point, ( ()i~) will· be found from the first of the 
equilibrium equations [equations (21) ]. .. 
The deriv8.tive of ( cr}~> with respect to ( 8 ) is 
.. Jl[ 
J ~ re ( tl1 ) Oo /; · i'\ de = + 2 siri~ ~ ~cos 2e). ( 55) · 
The substitution of equations ( 54) and ( 55) into equation ( 31) 
[(~quation(31). ]is the first of the equilibrium equations [equations 
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Tlie solution of '( ()~~) is found by integrating equation ( 56) ilnd then 
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, .. ,To find (rF ·(r))' (F( r)> and Lf ( e) ,.. f -+, 0 )] , the von 
l\{is.~s yield criterion, with the assumptiond~f yielding at (e = 0° ):. ~ 
~. 
is satisfied. 
At (e=0),(<5"~), and ( ~ ) become 
- I. ~ '' CY;, -CJD; /j_ \ flIC. \,s ih2cl--/'fJ' + 1 Cr) + lr / · (o~ (60), 
( 61) 
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Dividing equation ( 65) by ( r) and then integrating yields 
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FJit (r) = - ( t) f ~o·) -[2 ( ~2J>l);. + ~ G""o] ~ r 
+ c]I7 
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·w·here ( c11 ) is an integration constant. 
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where ( a) is also a constant. 
·Therefore, 
{66). 
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Substituting [F1II(r)J from equation (68) into equation (59) allows 
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Since the stress field in zone II imposes a boundary condition on zone 
III at ( r = ,rf + €.i )~ ( (J~~) must meet this requirement.· At 
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Therefore, at (r = rf ~ E. 1), equation (69) is used to det:e:·rmine 
• [ r· III ( e ) - f III ( o· ) ]. . 
~ '.,. ,. 
~l - Jt9 f flll:(&) - .f'.IIC(o•)J =- (V'f+E,) 0-rr \ · + (s,.~u) <Jo (cos2.e) 
. '++E, '3' 
( 7;1:) 
+ ,cs~¥)~+ 2; ~[,~ (%~ -r(r.y+e,)[2(5,.~2.t); ·· 
+~G'o]h ( ~) . 
At ($ = 0° ), [f III ( 8) - f m ( 0°) 1 = 0, and the consta~t term 
ln ( .! ) is found to be J Cl 
( CJ~J> is determined by substituting equations ( 71) and ( 72) 
into equation (69). However, (<f'~Ii> is still in terms of Jr (Orr/'""+E, ) 
e=o• 
--:n: 
and ( cs-; / rr .,.f +E.., _ ). After these evaluations of equation 
( 48) are made, and «r~~) i~~ivired by ( <S"o ), the str~ssra_t~c:, ·------·- .. 
----· --- -- ---·--·-·----- -. -.. ( ~~ £ ) . . . ... . . - .. -.. 
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· <See ·· · • ( -cs=; ) is found by ev8.luating equation ( 48) at ( r = r f + £ 1 ).· ( e = o ) 
-···-···--··"'----------·--·-···-,-·~- "---~_and then substituting equations ( 58), ( 68), ( 65) and ( 72) into equa-
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(' CS":c~ ) can be found from equation (h) in Appendix I and equations 
-(Jo 
( 73) and ( 74). 
As"in zone II, .the stress field,in zone III ~µst meet the require-
ments for a statically admissible stress field. The stresses (c:S"~
1J>. 
- 41 ~ 
( ·~ ~ ) and ( <S re ) meet conditions ('u;o),v,f-2) and ( 3) on page ,8 as 
well as satisfying the von Mises yield criterion at (8 = 0° ). How~ 
• L ·~ '" 
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ever., the attempt to satisfy the von Mises yield criterion throughout 
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zone III is not considered until all stress fields have been determined. 
Before the. stress field in zone IV can be found, the boundary 
conditions .at ( r_ = r0 ) must. be known. They are determined by re-
solving the back tension stress (CJ: -v,) into its normal and tangen-
: xx .. 
__ ---·----~ ____ tial components. (NV) and (TV). respectively. (Refer to Figure 2.) 
.. - . - - -- --- ----·-- -- - - ----- - ·---
. . - -~~- ""- ___ _.. _______________ -· 
The procedure for determining (NV) and (TV) is exactly the same, 
as that used in zone I for fin9ing (NI) and (TI). 
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stresses· in zone V are· found to ·b .. e 
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T-,: ~ - "i c:s-xx1t (sik 2.e) . ( 76) 
- Therefore., at ( r = r ~)., or at the surface of stress discontinuity 
tJ~ = cs';; I r=ro = + cr-)(X'"JC cos '2. e 
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The stress field in zone IV must satisfy the boundary conditions 
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at (r = r 0 ) and (r = r 0 - e2). At (r = r., ), equations (77) must be 
o·beyed., and at (r = ro - e2>1 
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~ I -rr r= r1 - e,_ • ( 78) ~ 
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~ Therefore, the distribution of shear for (Cf re ) is assumed., as was 
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two boundary conditions [ ( 6rr ) and { CS-rr ) had to satisfy only one 
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boundary condition], it is much easier to determine the remaining . 
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Also, as stated earlier, all (Ore ) are equal to zero when ( e = o· ). 
·, 
____________ · --· --. .  ·-· ----------'I'-he-assumed -distribution -of t-crt!' ) is similar-to t1iaf or ( 6;!; -) . At --- -- I 
) 
constant (r). (<Sr:) varieswith(sin28), and at (S=ol. 0 ), <~fr> · I 
... 
is linearly dependent on (r) from ( r = r0 - £ 2) to (r = r 0 ). (Refer 
to Figure 3.) Therefore, a shear stress which satisfies the boundary 
conditions and the assumed distribution is 
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€,.)- r (s i~ 2B) + ~1·wiU)60 ro -r (siY128). ( 82) 
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The distribution of ( ~ r'<' ) which is assumed is that ( <l rr ) is a 
• 
linear function of ( ·r) from ( r = _r0 ~ e 2 ) to ( r = r O ) • The normal 
stress (<5' /{ ) satisfying the boundary conditions and the assumed 
lY .,1.,...--, 1· {'.,,.,. 
distribution is 
.. 
·------ ··--··----- - ---- ----,---- -. -·------,- , _______ _ 
ri -r 
.0 ( 84) 
€1 
• 
then rearranged to form a fi~st-order, linear differential equation 
$ for (()ee ). 
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d~ ~ ) + c_s-ee -=- q (r,e (85) 
•. ~ - ; - •. r' 
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The solution of equation (85) from Golomb and Shanks --{11) is 
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Where[f IV (r)] is an integration constant. Therefore,· 'to find 
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, ( <Se 8 IV)· from equation ( 86), the function [ Q ( r, e 8 must be re- - l 
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Differentiating (<S"fe) with respect to (&) and (r) gives the fol-
lowing two equations: 
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Substituting equations (82)., (87)., (88) and (89) into equation (85) 
yields [Q ( r, e ~. 
q(r, e) = As siti2.e + Ac cos 28 + AK 
where 
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The stress (<:5~) is found by substituting equation ( 90) into 
equation ( 86) and then integrating the function with respect to ( e ). 
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the integration COnStant [ rv ( r>J iS determined by Satisfying the A 
yield criterion [equation ( 38ij at (S= o0 ). Evaluating us}{) in 
equation ( 84), (<5"i) in equation ( 91) and (CS't ) in equation ( 82 ). 
all at ce = 0° ). and then substituting them into equation (38) gives 
ri)- lt.f) + l.. (), \/ 2 ( E}n) z X/\e-y; 
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(92) is substituted into equation (91)., 
-[e 8C.:os2.Q -Q -l-All (e.6-1) +(Be.+ BJ!)- U Cfo 
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The stresses (<S9'rr ), ( ~ee) and ( CS-re ) are represented by 
______ smooth _func.ti.on_s_, _ and they ob.ey the equilibrium eq.uations and the im--
. 
_ posed boundary conditions. The satisfaction of the von Mises yield 
criterion is now considered for the stress fields in zones II and III 
/ 
as well as _in zone IV_. _______________________________________________________ -____________ ,..:_ ____________ ~-----···-··----·-··--·--·--,-·-·-·--··--·-···--··-----.;..~-----··;..,-:...,..;,. ________________ i 
-·---·-----·- ·:·-,-~-- ------- --- i 
The entire stress fields in zones II, III and IV are now known. 
Each satisfies the continuity requirement, the equilibrium equations, 
the boundary conditions., and the von Mises yield criterion at (8 = o•). 
However, these stress fields are not statically admissible until the von 
• Mises yield criterion is satisfied thro1:1ghout each zone. It is realized -
that the __ yield ____ criterj.on __ varies_witb. .tb~ .... (.rl ..... and_the __ .( e_J ______ c.oordina.te.s _____________________ .. ___  
----·" - . . ' . . . . ... 
I' 
-because the stresses ( <S' rr )., ( ()88) and (CS-re) are functions 
. . . · of ( r) and ( e -) . To evaluate the yield criterion at many points 
•--.,, 
-----,---··· 
- - ·----· __ ,,._ -----· 
.. 
in each zone, however, would be quite cumbersome. There-
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fore., the assumption is made that the von Mises yield criterion is 
' 
obeyed throughout each zone if it is obeyed·at the four corners of each 
( f;., 
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., . .:, ____ -- ---+E1. e = .. 0° -. ) andlr ·= ri +Er. e = ol...0 · ) •. uSing th:e fact. that tlie yield ......... -- -···· ,· .. 
criterion must be satisfied throughout each zone allows a maximum 
lower ·bound value of ~ xx.Iles~ ) to be found without determining a 
formula relating (<SxxI/ <So ) to the process variables. 
"~ ~ . 
The lower bound solution is not practical unless it is bounded 
·~-, ·by the "ideal" solution and an upper bound solution. These two soJu-
tions have been determined by A vitzur, et al. ( 3) for the problem of 
strip drawing Under plane strain conditions. In their analysis, the 
"ideal" power of deformation (W i) was found to be I 
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Since the external power is equal to the product of (tf), {vf) and 
• ( <S"" xxl). equating (Wi) to the external pow et gives 
(9 5) 
-( , 
· Therefore., the ''ideal" drawing stress is 
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·jtermining the largest drawing stress '(OxxI/CS-0 ) whtc~till allows 
' 
the yield criterion to be satisfied in each zone. 
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( 2) As an· initial point., a.llow· · 
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and 
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(98) 
In other words,zone III would. ciisapp:ear~' :and .. 
(99) · 
( 3) su·bstitute the process variables, the ''ideal" value of 
(OxxI/<So ) from equation (96)., and the values for (c!:1 / ~) 
and ( €2- / rf ) into each of the stresses (0-rr)., . ((lee) and 
( (Jre ) for each zone., and then evaluate the yield criterion 
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for each zone. 
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and then determine if the yield criterion is still obeyed. 
·:+····This step is repeated until a maximum value of the draw-
. ... ~. 
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but if ·another increment ·is added to ( <S,x_X_z / ()o ), · the yield 
• ·-·-~'-, ,-,_c· -~ - --
criterion will no longer be s··atisfied. 
( 5) Choose different values of ( e, I Y'f ) and ( _£.,__ ). keeping 
V'f . 
the process ·varia.bles the same, and then repeat steps (3) 
,. .~nd { 4). ,{ Remem·ber that 
(100) 
or 
·) 
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a certain set of process variables and the values of ( .§.. ) 
I · r.f 
and {§.) which niaximize the drawing stress. ~ 
. . ~ 
. 
( 6) Repeat the entire procedure(, for different process varia.bles. 
o·bviously., this successive approximations procedure could ·be per-
,,. .. 
f orfiled ·by the computer·. ·· 
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The previously described method for· determining the maximum 
. 
. -- .. ·- '······· ----· .. .. ·- ···•·· .... 
drawing stress was worked for the process var~ables (m = 0), ( ~"t = O) and ( .!!. = 1. 2) as shown in Table I. ( £, / \"-f ) and w O • if 
( €2. /rf) were both initially equal to 0. 1 (equation (99)] , and 
( :xir ) was equal to . 182, the "ideal" value found from equation 
-:r.;t tfo ,a . 
(96). The von Mises yield criterion was evaluated first at the boundary 
- . . . ....... -
. 0 0 ( r = rf ) and then solved for ( e = O ) and ( e = c;i...= 10 ) - the out-
:ermost points of zone II at ( r = rf) when ( ol = 10° ). The yield criter-
e = J.. io:n is obeyed at ( r = rf) and (8 = 0°) but not at ( r = rf) and ( = 10•) 
:nor. at any ( e = t:A.) 0° ). 
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the yield criterion was next evaluated for extreme values of ( E, I V'f ). 
With a reduction of 1. 2, equation ( 100) allows the maximum ( e, / rf ) 
to be equal to 0. 2 and the minimum (§_) to be zero. However, to. keep 
. rf . . .. -
the calculations simple, the 'values of ( E,, I rJ used were close to the 
_m~ximum and minimum values. When ( £, / r-f ) is equal to o .. 198 or 
--~-.. -------------
,_. ___ o_. __ 0 .. 02., .. .the yield. crite-rion-i~ satisfied at ( r =· -rf) - a-nd------(-8----=-- o!-}-,----b-ut-----------·. -·--~---------·-·---·· ... 
·J_:l .. 
. '.:/ 
\ti . . 
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when (8 = .,t.)O) and (r = rf ), it is not obeyed. l 
- . 
These same calc\}lations were made next· for ·a drawing stress 
,,-t._•,... I 
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· value equal to the upper bound solution value from reference (3), 
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Figure 9 (a), for 15 percent reduction in thickness ( to//;i~ 1.2) and 
. (ol= 10° ). Again the yield crit~rion is not obeyed. Although drawing 
. . .. . . .. . .... . . . ....... · .. .. . - <Yx><:r ··------.. --··--------'- ·-· ·· · -···stresses· lower than th·e ·1·'tdeal'' ·value are not practical., ( 2 = • 14) \V CS-o .. 
- . . · -- - - was substituted into the yield criterion with (C, /"'-F = • 1) to determine 
-~ - -
-
·-. . ... ".. . -··· ~ .-~- ... 
,_, __ ,-,.-...e-•' .. -•~••<--• ,,._,..._ .. ...._., '·• '. 
.• . 
.. the location·of this lower bound solution. However, this effort was of 
no avail either. From the results., if a lower bound value of the draw-
ing stress exists for the process variable\s tested, it is below 
( ~XXx = • 14). 
,. 
~()o 
The yield criterion is always satisfied at (8= o•) and (r = rf). 
However., as can be seen in -Table I., as (8)- becomes greater than zero, t ..\,- •• 
the left side of the inequality increases, and the right side decreases. 
This is opposite to what must occur for the satisfaction of the yield . 
• 
• criterion at (9= ol.. )/0). Therefore, if yielding is assumed at (e·=~) 
r 
r t 
instead of at (e = 0° ) in order to solve for the stress fields., the, 
possibility exists that the von Mises yield criterion could be satisfied 
for all values of (e). Since assuming yielding at (e = J.. 0 ) instead of 
at (8 = 0°) is likely to cause an extrem·ely "bulky" solution, the 
method of solving for the stress fields without satisfying the von Mises 
yield criterion at some value of (8) was considered first. v 
_,_ •N,N·•••-- «·-·---:--·,-·•••• -••••• • ) 
. ---···---------·· -.--------- -
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A different. stress field in zone II was determined by assuming 
·-- -------.. -.,--·---·--·· .. - - ... . . .. . . ... . . ' . "']C' ' .. ······.. . - ·. - . . .. . . . ·- . - . .. . . . .. . -
a distribution of the stress ( <S'rr ) at (8 = 0° ) instead of satisfying the 
, 
von Mises yield criterion at (0 = 0° ) . ( The solution is found in Ap-
____ _;__ _ __._.--pe-ndixU-;;)·-Several va:lm:n;-of-the -drawing stres-s-(eqU.8.f tO; ·· less thall ~ 
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an attempt t~ satisfy the yield criterion. -The proce~s variables and the 
;·· values of ( £, / rf ) and ( €2 / Y'.f ) were the same as those used in 
' 
•• 4 -- -- ·-·: 
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·· · the first apprqach. 
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-- - ········ - - - - c·· ,·-·-- - -- -·at ( r ::: r f) and { e = J..) 0° ) with the "idealt' dra W irig Stress or W :Hii ·-
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-
the upper bound value f:rom reference (3) substituted into the stresses 
in zone II .. [equations (26), (g) and (h)]. 0Refer to~Table II.) In fact,. 
the stress field from this· method does not even allow the yield criterion 
to be satisfied at ( r = rf) and (e = 0° ) while the stress field from the 
·. first approach .Q.oes. However. at a value of ( :,uz = • 14)~ which is · 
. . ~~ 
lower than the "ideal" d~awing stress, the yield criterion is obeyed at 
, 
the four corners of zone II: ( r = rf) and. (8 = 0° ) 1 ( r = rf) and 
. 
(8 =al...= 10° ). (r = rf +C1 = r 0 -C2 ) and (e :.. 0° ). and (r = rf + £ 1 
0 
____ ~- ___ •--=-~0 -~_~ 2 )·a11d (S _ d,.._ = 10 ). ( e, /rf ) wa~ ~911a! _~oO·l· These 
calculations indicate that this approach gives a higher lower bound 
solution than the initial methoq.. However, the second solution is not 
practical either because it is still lower than the "ideal" solution. 
Therefore, the stress fields in zones III and IV were not required, 
and the ·second approach was concluded. 
At this point, one may wonder why the stress fields in zones 
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III and IV were found in the first approach .even though the von Mises 
b •• yield criterion could not be satisfied in z~ne II. The reason is- found 
. 
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' finding the stress fields in zones III and IV was ·not known initially, the ~ 
first objective was actually to determine whether these stress fields 
, 
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- . · The -results o·btained fr~m the c·alculations imply tha.t···neither ·of .. ·· I- ...... - ...... -......... _. -·-·· --,,·--:·'..:·:-· - • ---· - - . ·, 1. 
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,. 
"ideal" and upper bound drawing stresses found by. Avitzur, et. al. 
,,, ' 
(3). Howeve~, a·nother factor ['[other than satieiiying the von Mises 
\ 
yield criterion with assumed yielding at ( e = 0° ) 1which may have a 
significant effect on lowering the solution is_ that the drawing stress 
--~-- - - (O-:xx1· ) and the ... back pull (()- } are assum€d ·constant throughout -
_ xxV 
zones I and V, r~spectively. In other words, there is no variation 
of these stress.es with any direction. 
Assuming a constant stress in zones I and V allows the 
equilibrium equations to be satisfied along with the other require-
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ments for a statically admissible stress field. However, the 
equilibrium equations and the other conditions could be o·beyed in 
zones I and V even if the ~stress distribution in these zones is a func-
-· ~ . . tion of the ( x) and the (y) _ cli:rections. 
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tempted next in order to determine a lower bound solution which is 
. located between the "ide'al".'solution and the ·upper bound solution of 
...:..-.. . ...:....~--
Avitzur, et. al .. (3). 
( 1) After assuming the constant statically admissible 
. 
. 
·-· stress-fields in zon·es I and V of Figure 1~ de-
., 
termine deformation region stress fields w}:lich 
obey the imposed ·boundary conditions, the equa-
tions of equilibrium, and the von Mises yield 
criterion with assumed yielding at (0 = o<..0 ). 
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Then find the maximum drawing stre~s allowing 
the von Mises yield criterion to be satisfied 
throughout e~ch deformation zone. 
(2') Assume the stress distribution in zones I and V 
of Figure 1 to be represented by the following 
smooth functions obeying the equilibrium equa- ·-·------------'----~· 
---~·\ -.------···---------~---··--·· -- -----· ---..... ------·----·-.--.. ----·-·-·------· 
tions: 
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Zone I; ()II= G'",cx1 · + ( y) '.) G"22.:: fS YYr. • f (X) 
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Zone V; O"'n = G'"xx-y;• f (Y) > <>1.1": ()YY$. f<x) 
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Then, along the entire die-wide strip interface, 
assume friction to obey the constant shear factor 
d.escription~ Therefore, the ·deformation region 
will contain only one zone. Next., -solve for a 
tion zone. -( Note -that ( lJre ) is assumed through-
, out this zone.) Finally,· determining statically ad-
missible stress fields in zones I and V enables 
the drawing force (P) to be found by integrating 
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CONCLUSIONS 
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·.· .(l) For the process of wide strip drawing in plane· strain, stress 
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. . . ' 1,• "·'.'\ 
,, -- ,, 
termined by using the approach des·cribed by A vitzur ( 2 ). 
(2) Instead of satisfying the von Mises yield criterion with the as-
-., 
Sumption of yielding at. (0 - 0°) ai; was done .. in the.first 
approach, a different ·stress field was found in zone II by 
assuming a distribution of the stress ( <Jr! ) at ce = o· ). 
( 3) Both approaches yield a lower ·bound solution located below the 
Hldeal" solution of Avitzur, et. al. (3). However, the second 
method appears to give higher drawing stress values than does 
the first for the conditions listed ·in Tables I and II . 
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FIGURE 3 SHEAR STRESS (0-ar) BEHAVIOR AT THE 
DIE-WIDE STRIP INTERFACE. (8 = a0 ) 
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!· : TABLE I i 
EVA11UATI0N OF THE von MISES YIELD CRITERION AT THE OUTERMOST POINTS OF THE DEFORMATION 
i ! 
, . ZONES - FffiST APPROACH 
PROCESS VARIABLES 
' ; 
I 
. i 
Boun-
dary of. von MISES YIELD CRITERIO'N [EQN. (38U ,-
Evalu- [EQNS. (26), (48) and (49) · . USED FOR,, 
ation <St'e, G"rr and ()ee .] 
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The Von Mises Yield Criterion for Plane Strain.:· 
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